Case study
Banking: Home Loans

HOW PUSHING CUSTOMER FEEDBACK TO
THE FRONTLINE IMPROVED HOME LOAN
CONVERSIONS FOR ANZ
When ANZ’s home loans department experienced declining sales, customer
satisfaction scores and NPS®, they used the ResponseTek Listening Platform
to take action and address major issues in the application journey. By
collecting customer feedback, they uncovered where and when their services
weren’t delivering, and then developed a simple solution: Give the feedback
directly to Lenders so they can follow up with unhappy customers in a
personalised, timely manner.
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Applying for a home loan is a highly stressful experience for
most buyers. For ANZ’s applicants, the processes were difficult
and impersonal, causing them to drop off and abandon their
applications at various points. To make matters worse, Lenders had
no knowledge of why and when applicants were leaving the process
because feedback was collected only after loan applications were
complete. This meant valuable customer insights were not captured
at critical decision points in the journey, and the frontline couldn’t
act to save business.
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5-point solution
Track the Application Journey
and See When and Why
Processes Were Breaking Down

Rather than surveying customers after loans are approved, ANZ
now uses the ResponseTek Listening Platform to gather feedback
throughout the application journey at 5 critical moments — such as
when a customer first submits an application. Tracking the customer
journey allows the company to make services better in areas where
customers experience the most difficulties.

Ask Customers Directly for
Feedback to Pinpoint Areas of
Improvement

Prior to ResponseTek, ANZ’s survey system garnered customer
response rates of less than 1%. With ResponseTek, they now harness
the voice of customer at key points in the application journey to
find out how to improve the processes. Specifically, ANZ delivers
SMS and email surveys to customers at times that are important
to them (moments of truth). The format of this feedback system is
convenient, timely, and easy for customers to use, resulting in an
outstanding increase in response rates up to 48% for some lenders
— 10 times higher than industry standard. With this new strategy,
the company now has a goldmine of voice of the customer insight,
pinpointing exactly where the loan application experiences aren’t
working, and exactly where corrective actions are needed.

Quick Fix: Call Customers Back
Before the End of Day

Whenever customer service issues are identified, ResponseTek
automatically assigns a follow up action to the appropriate Lender.
Lenders are now able to immediately intervene with a call to the
customer to save business. With the platform’s quick and automatic
routing of insight, ANZ has instituted a new policy stating that all
Lenders who receive alerts must call customers back before the end
of the day. Customers appreciate the improved communication,
attentiveness and quick response to their concerns, resulting in
higher customer satisfaction and NPS for the brand.
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Give Customer Feedback
Directly to the Frontline for
Organisational Transparency

The ResponseTek Listening Platform automatically routes customer
feedback directly to Lenders on the frontline, so they can see how
they’re helping or hindering customer experience. Line Managers
also receive key employee insights, allowing them to create and
implement effective coaching plans for better service. Training has
improved vastly as a result because individual Lenders are now
coached based on specific customer interactions they remember,
not from general scenarios or average scores.

Measure and Benchmark
for Better Performance,
Distribute Insights Across the
Organisation

ANZ implemented a customer experience benchmark measurement
process to gauge performance across all lines of business.
Administered by the Listening Platform, these benchmarks have been
applied across three measures: satisfaction, customer effort and NPS.
Performance is constantly monitored, priorities for corrective action
are easy to spot, and more people across the enterprise can make
recommendations for improving the customer experience.

Results

With their new system, ANZ hears about customer needs and concerns
throughout the entire loan application process. This makes it easy
for Lenders to help and guide more customers towards completed
applications — resulting in an 8% increase in loan conversions.

The numbers

8% Increase in
Loan Conversion

15% Increase in
Customer Experience
Scores

Up to 48% Survey
Response Rates
(10 × above industry
standard)

A Major International
Customer Experience
Award

“The beauty of the ResponseTek
platform is the real-time customer
feedback. Our Lenders can get back
to home loan applicants in realtime and ensure that we save that
relationship and keep that person
happy throughout the journey.”
Penny Stephens, Senior
Manager,Customer Engagement
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8% Increase in Loan
Conversions

Triumphant Recovery in
Customer Experience

ANZ has provided customers with frequent and easy ways to interact
with the company throughout the loan application journey, and has
changed how quickly and directly frontline employees get customer
feedback. This has allowed Lenders to respond immediately to
concerns, ensuring customers feel satisfied and valued. Service
reputation and scores reflect this customer-centric change.

